
Introduction
Day 1, Session 1



Welcome!  
MyCS: Middle-years' Computer 

Science

July 9- July 13, 2012



● Housekeeping: where? when?
● Introductions: who?
● Welcome: what? (1) CS, (2) ECS, and (3) MyCS

● Account information, forms, binders, etc.

● Dive in!



Housekeeping and Schedule
Restrooms?  ~ SW corner

Schedule

Introductions?  ~ coming next...



Introductions
- Name tags...
- Our own introductions...
- Saying hello to our pairs around the room...
- Please take the "Welcome!" survey
@ Google docs:   login 2012mycs    passwd csisfun!

from the 90's:

Mike Erlinger Zach Dodds The team!



CS, ECS, and MyCS

Computer Science

Exploring Computer Science

Middle-years 
Computer Science



CS, ECS, and MyCS
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We are in the era of Computer Science.

http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2011/06/15/computer-sciences-sputnik-moment/it-starts-in-high-school

CS, ECS, and MyCS



Who reads these charts anyway?

http://www.bls.gov/oco/ocos303.htm

CS, ECS, and MyCS



CS is exciting - and it needs to be! 

  

TBD:   Who will consume vs. create it?

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/11/technology/11computing.html?scp=2&sq=computer%20science&st=cse

CS, ECS, and MyCS



January, 2012 at the Victoria Gardens Apple Store 





Choose a role:  consumption  vs.  contribution

January, 2012 at the Victoria Gardens Apple Store 

CS, ECS, and MyCS

it's not really vs.



Everyone should have a chance to help author and 
understand the computation we use everyday.  

ECS's Goal: to democratize CS

CS, ECS, and MyCS

from page 5...



LA Unified students taking ECS:

306
922
1377
2000+

2009
2010
2011
2012

Other cities starting, as well...

We are working to bring this to the I.E. -- 
and PUSD in particular, only a bit earlier

CS, ECS, and MyCS



MyCS is an ECS-inspired course developed for 
middle-school and "middle-years" audiences.

● ECS curriculum with emphasis on skills
● we are looking for what will work in one term
● we'd love your help creating a usable MyCS!

what
● engaging CS ideas and activities
● hands-on skills, emphasizing creativity
● can be spliced with technology courses, typing 

courses, and other existing electives

how

CS, ECS, and MyCS















What is computing?

What is a computer?

Natural place to start:



(1) For each of these items, decide if it's a 
computer or not.

Computer

Not a computer

Computer

Not a computer

Computer

Not a computer

Computer

Not a computer

Computer

Not a computer



Computer

Not a computer

Computer

Not a computer

Computer

Not a computer

Computer

Not a computer

Computer?  Or, not a computer?



What is a computer / computing?

First, think of two other 
examples of computers - 

be creative!

Now, list three traits or 
characteristics that make 
something a "computer":

Also, think of two other 
examples of non-computers

And -- list three traits that make 
something not a computer!

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.
2.

1.
2.

could this be made to work in a class?



CS and life? 

Are there any connections there?



CS and life... 

... and our sponsor!



Web Search

certainly sets the standard for 
"information interactions" 

especially freeing in education

Giving fish vs. teaching fishing!



Web Skills

What are some of the strategies you use 
to make web-searching fast & effective?

let's return to this question -- 
after you try things out!



Web Scavenger Hunt

With your partner, find answers to these 
challenge questions...

For the later ones, estimate how difficult 
you think the question is   (both before & after)



Web Scavenger Hunt



Google-a-Day

ECS version on page 39

ECS's web challenge



Web Skills

What are some of the strategies you use 
to make web-searching fast & effective?

are your students already good at this -- or is this 
something worth reinforcing?



CS + life:   other connections?
What else do your students already do that is 

determined or dominated by computer science?



Intro to Programming

Scratch: Music
Day 1, Session 2



Computer Programming
● Programming is the stereotypical CS activity.
● But CS is really not about screenfuls of crazy text...

What popular programming languages have you used/heard of?

Intercal

Befunge



Programming languages

● What's popular now? (tiobe.com)



Intro to Computer Programming

CS is fundamentally about problem-solving...
... and programming is just its language

Programming is much more like learning a new human language 
than many suspect: it's just translation, but easier!
    

Python C++

Here are two more "Hello, World!" programs:



Programming languages
● What does the future of programming look like?

Graphical interfaces are ever more popular in education and industry.



Programming languages

● A "Hello, Kitty" Android Program:

What are these bricks saying?



Programming ideas

● Actions are the basic building blocks (literally!)...

● The data can be simple.
● The actions can be simple.
● The combinations can be powerful!



Scratch!

● Developed at MIT
● Helps anyone learn to program without 

worrying about syntax
● Its graphical interface includes a set of 

blocks that snap together











Make a song!

Use notes, drums, and rests to create a short 
song.

When you are done, make sure to save your 
program -- saving to the desktop is OK

Then, have the other partner make a second 
song -- and play both songs for a nearby group!



















Song Improvements

Use repeats, tempo, and volume to make 
improvements to your songs or create a 
new one...

... either way, explore all of the tools!  







Keyboard Challenge

In a new Scratch project, create a keyboard.

That is, make each key in a row of keys on your 
computer keyboard correspond to a note in a 
scale.    Want more? Try different instruments!

The MyCS curriculum starts with music -- would that work? How could it be sold more effectively?



Where we are...

after lunch

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5



Computer Disassembly
Day 1, Session 3



Behind the "curtain"...

Computers can seem like magic...
  - and not necessarily benign magic, at that!

- it's unclear what's happening inside
  - leads to anthropomorphizing

  - but they're the opposite of us...

they're 100% understandable

How do we chip away at our defenses?

Friend, foe, or fork ?



Computer Disassembly

Use a search engine to look up the parts of a 
computer - while taking it apart.

Create a poster with the parts and (briefly) what 
each part does.

Here's an example...



...you should get something like these computer entrails...



1) Find these components in your computer
2) Remove and/or identify each
3) Label each with what it does on your poster

● Memory (RAM)
● Hard Drive
● Transistor
● Motherboard
● Power Supply
● Capacitor
●

● Processor (CPU)
● CD or DVD Drive
● Graphics Card
● LED
● Heat Sink
● Crystal Oscillator
●

4) add two more part names that you find (or know)
5) Finally, take a picture and upload it to our Google doc!



Other parts of computers that you 
won't find IN the computer

● Speakers
● Monitor
● Modem
● Keyboard
● Operating System
● Mouse

Which one of these is not like the others?



How do these fit together?
(an abstract picture)

If we make an internet search, in what order 
would these parts be involved in that process?

___  Keyboard
___  Monitor: show results
___  Graphics Card
___  Memory
___  Processor
___  Network cable or wifi
___  Hard Drive



One answer...

If we make an internet search, in what order 
would these parts be involved in that process?

on the whiteboard...



True or False?
__   If I get a computer with a better processor, 
I'll be able to download faster.

__   The larger my processor's clock speed, 
the faster my computer will be.

__   The more space my computer has, the 
faster it'll run a lot of programs at once.

__   If I add another processor to this 
computer, it will run Minecraft with less lag.

__   If I'm running out of space on my 
computer, I need to get more memory.



Scratch: Movement
Day 1, Session 4







Movement Practice

Can you make your sprite move in a triangle?

In a square?





















Choose Your Challenges

Pick a challenge from the worksheets and 
implement it.









Debugging Practice

Use the worksheet to practice debugging.



Scratch: thoughts?

Could Scratch be a compelling 
introduction to programming for 

middle-school students?



Scratch: thoughts?

Could Scratch be a compelling 
introduction to programming for 

middle-school students?

It's increasingly 
popular in colleges' 
CS1 courses... !



Tomorrow's plan Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 1Thanks & see you 

tomorrow!


